1. Call to Order.  
Meeting called to order at 10:30am.

2. Attendance.  
N6GYY Chuck  W6TNY Tony  AC6DX Steven  KI6CXM David  
AJ6B Sean  KA6TBF David

3. Approval and any correction of minutes from the March 4, 2017 technical committee meeting.  
MOTION to approve March 4, 2017 minutes with no changes. (4-0-0)

4. Old Business:  
      TABLED to next meeting; needs further study due overlap with LA repeater.
   
   b. **147.180(+) N6WZK** Bell: RFC 2017-002-K. New repeater  
      MOTION to issue test coordination to 3/2018. (4-0-0)
   
   c. **147.780(-) N6WZK** Whittier: *Interference* 2017-004 against N6CPY.  
      Interference complaint resolved with the cooperation of the repeater owners.
   
      MOTION to issue test coordination to 3/2018. (4-0-0)
   
   e. **147.945(-) N6WYF** San Diego: *OOCP* 2017-011.  
      MOTION to cancel coordination due to repeater no longer air, call sign expired and  
      OOCP letter not responded. (4-0-0)

5. Test Coordination Not On The Air Yet: (in construction)  
   a. None.
6. Test Coordination On The Air:
       MOTION to approve final coordination. (4-0-0)

       Test coordination cancelled due to repeater not on the air due to actual use was cross band 2m input to 70cm output frequency. NT6T was a cross band repeater used on a non-continuous basis. TASMA does not coordinate cross band repeaters and encourages NT6T to use the itinerant frequencies defined in the band plan. (4-0-0)

   c. 146.115(+) KB6DMZ Moreno Valley: RFC 2016-019-K. New repeater. Test coordination ends 7/2017
       MOTION to approve final coordination. (4-0-0)

       MOTION to approve final coordination. (4-0-0)

   e. 146.970(-) KA3AJM Vista: RFC 2016-028-C. Location change. Test coordination ends 7/2017.
       MOTION to approve final coordination. (4-0-0)

       MOTION to approve final coordination. (4-0-0)

   g. 147.270(+) WA6ZTR LA County DCS: RFC 2016-001-C. Test coordination ending 11/2017.
       No action required.

       No action required.

       No action required.
7. New Business
   a. **147.645(-) W6KRW** Orange County: RFC 2017-014. Trustee Change.
      TASMA acknowledges trustee change.
      Unable to coordinate due overlapping coverage with multiple repeaters.
      Interference complaint appears to be against an uncoordinated transmitter on the frequency pair. TASMA encourages K6ECS repeater to work with the ARRL and FCC to remediate the interference as the interference is not originating from a coordinated source. Complaint closed as TASMA mediates only on coordinated interference repeater issues and NT6T is not a coordinated repeater. (4-0-0)
   d. **146.610(-) N3MBN** Ventura: OOCP 2017-017. Repeater off air.
      MOTION to start OOCP process. (4-0-0)
      Tabled to next meeting due to 7d.
   f. **146.115(+) KG6QBW** Moreno Valley: RFC 2017-018. Trustee Change.
      MOTION to decline RFC due to prior coordination is no longer valid. (4-0-0)
      TASMA acknowledges.
   h. **146.760(-) KM6JZD** Lake Elsinore: RFC 2017-019. Callsign Change.
      TASMA acknowledges.
      TASMA acknowledges.

8. Next scheduled Committee Meeting: November 4, 2017

   Meeting adjourned at 12:40pm.
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